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Abstract
3D bioprinting as a process has enabled the creation of complex structures laden with biological information including cells that
is not realizable with conventional manufacturing techniques. Within this new manufacturing process, design strategies and
design tools have to be adapted to deliver its full potential. In architecture, parametric design has allowed the creation of new
shapes by expressing parameters in an algorithm that defines the relationship between design intent and design response. In this
study, the application of this method to the bioprinting of hollow channel grown in silico within a porous scaffold is demon-
strated. The final object was printed using a novel bioink formulation based on carboxylated agarose that is extrudable at ambient
temperature. The hollow bioprinted object was imaged with X-ray computed tomography to obtain a 3D model for design
validation. This proposedworkflow “from design to validation” represents a new paradigm for realizing complex structures in 3D
bioprinting through in silico optimization.

1 Introduction

One of the primary objectives of 3D bioprinting, an additive
manufacturing process, is to generate through mimicry of tis-
sue macro- and micro-architecture, “functional” tissue, and
tissue-liked structures (organoids) for transplantation and
ex vivo drug screening. In an ex vivo setting, the establish-
ment of a channel network is essential to deliver the required
nutrients for cells to grow and function. In vivo, in order for

bioprinted organs to become functional, they need to be
vascularized. In this regard, a priori channels to accommodate
the ingress of blood vessels need to be designed within the
blueprint of the organ to be printed. In order for efficient
exchange of nutrients, oxygen, and waste which is essential
for the survival and growth of a transplanted tissue, cells need
to be in close vicinity to blood vessels in order to overcome
diffusional limits. Current approaches for the design of blood
vessel networks in 3D bioprinting have focused on replicating
the channel architecture used in microfluidics which is se-
quential convergent and divergent branching of parallel lines,
or simple square patterns [1, 2], or reproduction of natural
arterial structure obtained from imaging modalities such as
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [3]. However, the
branching of blood vessels follows a fractal pattern and real-
izing the shape and path of blood vessels in vitro in bioprinting
is comparable to an architectural challenge consisting of
connecting a starting point to an endpoint through a defined
topography using a road or channel. Therefore, a similar ap-
proach and tools used in architecture could be applied to the
design of voids within 3D-printed structures to accommodate
the formation of blood vessels.

The diminishing cost of computational power, data storage,
and the development of novel drawing software has offered
new approaches for the intricate design of architectural and
artistic objects. Among them, parametric design is a process
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based on algorithms that enable the expression of parameters
and rules that define the design and that encodes the relation-
ship between design intent and design response [4]. This
means that instead of drawing the intended design in a con-
ventional computer-assisted drawing (CAD) software through
extrusion, revolution, and cuts, an algorithm creates the design
following the rules and constraints defined by the user. This
technique allows defining parameters that will result in a so-
phisticated design not possible, or difficult to achieve, through
conventional drawing approaches. Parametric design has been
used in 3D printing and enables the creation of complex de-
sign not possible with traditional computer-aided drawing ap-
proaches [5] for instance, for the design of bone implants [6].
This design approach can be applied to the design of blood
vessels as well, as blood vessels show fractal branching and
hence can be defined mathematically. Parameters are carefully
selected to create channels within a given volume and through
simple changes in the parameters; a multitude of paths can be
designed and implemented.

This study proposes a strategy to grow in silico channels by
applying parametric design, for the eventual design of blood
vessel-like architecture. First, a porous scaffold is computed
by mimicking mammalian fibrous tissues. Then, a channel is
grown within this porous volume by finding its path through
the pores of the scaffold. Using such an approach, two chan-
nels were designed and the printability of the created channels
was tested using a biocompatible extrudable hydrogel. The
channel was printed with Pluronic F-127, a hydrogel with a
lower critical solution temperature (LCST) as a fugitive sup-
port [7] and an embedded feature in carboxylated agarose
(CA) hydrogel, which was previously established as a bio-
compatible hydrogel for 3D cell culture [8, 9] and an excellent
bioink for 3D bioprinting [10]. The object with a hollow
perfusable channel realized by eluting the Pluronic fugitive
phase was further characterized by X-ray computed
tomography.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 In silico growth of blood vessel

Mammalian tissues are composed of various macromolecular
polysaccharides and structural proteins such as collagen
which make up the extracellular matrix (ECM). These macro-
molecules organize into fibers or 3D networks, forming what
is essentially a hydrogel [11]. These tissues exhibit a specific
porosity allowing cells to migrate and to organize into func-
tional structures. Within tissues, blood vessels are one of the
essential structures delivering the required nutrients and oxy-
gen to the surrounding environment. The infiltration of blood
vessels in tissue is governed by many biological processes
such as chemokine gradients, morphogens, secretion of matrix

metalloproteinases that are able to degrade the ECM, and
stiffness of the ECM [12, 13]. Also, physical properties of
the extracellular matrix play a significant role. Parameters
such as pore size [14] and pore connectivity [15] can influence
blood vessel paths [16]. So, if we can model in silico some of
the physical aspects of the ECM architecture, then we would
be able to mimic the natural growth of blood vessels within a
virtual model. To test this concept, we applied an algorithm-
based approach. With this process, a synthetic blood vessel
autonomously emerges by finding its path through a
computer-modeled porous structure.

2.2 Scaffolding generation

First, a porous scaffolding lattice is computed using a sphere-
packing approach. Spheres of a given diameter are placed in a
16-mm diameter volume (Fig. 1a). Then, an algorithm calcu-
lates an optimal spatial network by compacting the spheres
without overlapping (Fig. 1b). This calculation resulted in a
cylindrical volume fully packed with the spheres (Fig. 1c).
Next, the creation of the spatial structure was computed by
triangulating the center of each sphere with a group of neigh-
boring others (Fig. 1d). This process gave a homogenous net-
work of triangles with a constant average area and the possi-
bility to evaluate and tune the desired porous structure [17].
The final resolution of the scaffolding was obtained using an
iso-surfacing algorithm and generated a rough volumetric data
from 2D information (lines or points).

Two networks were generated with a pore size in which,
through the density of the arrangement of the spheres, it was
possible to approximate the size of the pores of the resulting
scaffolding. The porosity of a scaffold is a measure of the
average void volume and does not provide any information
on how the pores are interconnected and whether the pores are
open or closed [18]. With this process, two porous frames
were computed: one with pores between 0.05 to 2 mm
(Fig. 2a) and one with pores between 0.3 to 3.7 mm
(Fig. 2b). The frames were then converted into volumetric
scaffolds (Fig. 2c, d). These 3D scaffolds are then used as a
restricting volume in which blood vessels can grow
(Fig. 2e, f).

2.3 Vessel generation

Within the in silico ECM mimics, the biological channel was
programmed to grow through the pores. The vessel’s design
for both scaffolds was generated using an agent-based system
modeling behavior [19]. The single agent has a starting point
and a target point at the top of the volume. Then, it moves
through the scaffold with a series of two specific spatial con-
straints: collision avoidance and shortest path. The first con-
dition describes the distance the agent needs to keep from the
volumetric scaffolding, while the second refers to the agent’s
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entropy to reach the endpoint using the shortest path rule. The
behavior of a single agent proved beneficial for the reduction
of the tortuosity of a vessel, underlining the relationship be-
tween a smaller tolerance of collision and an increment of
tortuosity. In the in silico ECM mimics with an average value
of 1.5-mm pore size, a 1-mm diameter channel was grown
(Fig. 3a) while in the ECM mimics of 3.7-mm average pore
size, a 3-mm diameter channel was grown (Fig. 3b). Each of
the resulting vessels had a different path and shape, which
could be observed in the wireframe representation of the con-
struct (Fig. 3c, d). To characterize the vessels, the tortuosity of
each vessel was estimated using the arc-chord ratio mathemat-
ical method: the ratio of the length of the curve to the distance
between the ends of it. The grown vessels exhibited different
tortuosity of 1.2 and 1.25 for the 1-mm and 3-mm channels,

respectively (Fig. 3e, f). Similar tortuosity in the vessels will
enable the bioprinting of both vessels using identical
bioprinting parameters.

2.4 Bioprinting workflow

To 3D print hollow structures, several approaches have been
proposed. In a conventional fused deposition modeling pro-
cess, removable support structures can be included in the de-
sign. Printed with a lower materials density than the printed
part, the supports can be conveniently detached after printing
[20]. Another approach consists of printing hollow parts in a
support material such as hydrogel slurry, like agarose or gel-
atin, and this technique is known as the FRESH process [21].
Alternatively, fugitive materials can be used to fill the hollow

Fig. 1 a Initial condition
scaffolding generation (radii,
boundary, number of members). b
Sphere packing using constant
radii and c optimization gradual
reduction from the initial state to
optimal pores size. d Isosurfacing,
an operation commonly used in
computer modeling to generate a
rough volumetric data from 2D
information (lines or points)
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structures and then eluted with a solvent that is non-solvent for
the printed material. However, for biological applications, cy-
totoxic solvents cannot be used [22]. To replace such solvents,
bioprintable materials such as physical hydrogels that undergo
a gel-to-solution transition below room temperature could be
used as support materials to create hollow structures [23]. The
poloxamer Pluronic F-127 which is a triblock copolymer of
polypropylene oxide (PPO)-polyethylene oxide (PEO)-PPO,
as proven very critical in bioprinting as it has a lower critical
solution temperature (LCST) below room temperature and
undergoes a gel-to-solution transition around 4 °C. In contrast,
polysaccharide-derived physical gels such as agarose and its
chemically modified counterpart, carboxylated agarose, ex-
hibit a hysteresis behavior with a solution-to-gel transition
below 37 °C and a corresponding gel-to-solution transition
around 90 °C [24]. CA hydrogels are also extrudable and

biocompatible, and have been shown to support angiogenesis
and stabilize blood vessels [25]. Here, we use the stability of
CA hydrogels at low and room temperature, and the solubili-
zation properties of Pluronic at low temperature to create a
bioprintable system with a fugitive bioink. Hence, the
Pluronic was used as a temperature-activated fugitive material
embedded in the CA matrix. Both materials are bioprinted
together with the Pluronic used to bioprint the vessel embed-
ded in the CA. After incubation at 4 °C, the Pluronic phase can
be removed, leaving a hollow path in a CA cylinder (Fig. 4a)
[26].

The parametric design approach described herein allowed
us to create two types of vessels: one with a 1-mm diameter
and one with a 3-mm diameter. From the computed design,
each of the channels was converted into two additive
manufacturing compatible digital files: a cylindrical volume

Fig. 2 Wireframe obtained from
sphere packing for a the 1.5-mm
pore size average scaffold and b
the 3.7-mm pore size average
scaffold. c and d Conversion of
volumetric data to scaffolds.
Resulting in silico ECM mimics
for e the small pore size scaffold
and f scaffold with larger pores
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which will be bioprinted in the CA (Fig. 4b, c) and one vessel
which will be bioprinted with the fugitive ink: Pluronic F-127
(Fig. 4d, e). Each file is then converted into a Gcode file that
codes for the 3D bioprinter movement and controls the dual
extrusion (Fig. 4f, g).

2.5 Shear-thinning properties of carboxylated
agarose

We previously reported the bioprinting of carboxylated aga-
rose (CA) using a drop-on-demand bioprinter [10]. There, the
CAwas extruded above the sol-gel temperature transition, i.e.,
as a liquid. This required that the CA solution be deposited on
a cooled stage to promote instantaneously gelation; therefore,
the process requires a heated extrusion head and a
temperature-controlled stage. A biocompatible bioink amend-
able for extrusion at room temperature would be compatible
with a wider range of bioprinters and applications. Therefore,
we investigated the rheological properties of CA with three
degrees of carboxylation as follows: 40%, 60%, and 80%
(denoted CA40, CA60, and CA80, respectively) at ambient

temperature. We found out that independent of the polysac-
charide concentration, CA hydrogels exhibited shear-thinning
properties over a range of shear rate from 0.1 to 100 rad/s
(Fig. 5a–c). This viscoelastic behavior might originate from
the organization of CA into aβ-sheet-like structure and its low
intermolecular H-bond formation capabilities [27]. The shear-
thinning behavior of CA hydrogels suggests that these
hydrogels could be extruded at room temperature.

Extrusion of a viscoelastic material through a needle re-
quires overcoming the adherence force of the materials with
the container wall and disruption of the material organization
to enable the material to flow [28]. The force required for
extrusion is dependent on both the materials but the extrusion
dies. In this study, three conical extrusion needles of 26, 30,
and 32 G were employed (SI-Fig. 1A), which were mounted
on a cylindrical cartridge containing the hydrogels (SI-Fig.
1B). Most laboratory 3D bioprinters are based on pneumatic
elements, that is, they use compressed air to extrude the
hydrogels. Therefore, a wiper type piston was used (SI-Fig.
1C). With this setup, we identified which combination of hy-
drogel formulation could be extruded on a standard laboratory

Fig. 3 3D representation of the
channel in the restricted geometry
of a the vessel of 1-mm diameter
generated using a scaffold with
1.5-mm average pores size and b
the vessel of 3-mm diameter gen-
erated using a scaffold with 3.7-
mm average pores size. Wire rep-
resentation of the scaffold
allowing to visualize the vessel
path for c the 1-mm vessel and d
the 3-mm vessel. A graphic
representing the tortuosity of e the
1-mm vessels and f the 3-mm
vessel
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3D bioprinter operating with a maximum pressure of 200 kPa.
We measured the load required to extrude a range of CA
formulation (SI-Fig. 1D). We then tested several CA formula-
tions, and we identified the highest hydrogel concentration
extrudable with all needles within the pressure range of the
bioprinter. We found that CA40 could be extruded up to 4%
w/v, CA60 up to 6%w/v, and CA80 up to 8%w/v (Fig. 5d–f).
These formulations were selected for subsequent testing.

2.6 Extrusion of carboxylated agarose hydrogels
at ambient temperature

To obtain precise and consistent bioprinting, the extruded ma-
terials need to be of a small but constant diameter. So, the

bioprint quality of hydrogels can be characterized by the ex-
truded material diameter and extrusion consistency. To assess
the quality of the previously identify extrudable formulations,
we measured the width of the hydrogels extruded with a 32-G
needle as a line on a microscope glass slide (Fig. 6a–c). We
established that the three formulations gave a similar width
between 240 ± 60 μm for the wider CA40 and 140 ± 25 μm
for the thinner CA60. However, the standard deviation calcu-
lated for ten measurements from three printed lines showed
that CA80 was bioprinted with the most reliability at 160 ±
10 μm. Having a low width variation during the bioprinting
allows us to achieve a precise and reproducible materials de-
position, which improves the quality of the bioprinted object.

Fig. 4 a 3D bioprinting workflow
of dual extrusion with Pluronic F-
127 as fugitive ink. Volume con-
verted into stereolithography
(STL) files for the tissue around
the b 1-mm vessel and c the 3-mm
vessel. Corresponding 3D STL
files for the d 1-mm vessel and e
3-mm vessel. Representation of
the converted Gcode volumes
(blue) and channels (red) used to
control the 3D bioprinter for f the
1-mm vessel and g 3-mm vessel
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Therefore, 8% CA80 formulation was selected for the subse-
quent bioprinting.

2.7 Characterization of 3D structures printed
at ambient temperature using extrudable
carboxylated agarose bioink

Direct conversion of the multimaterial STL file using Slic3r
and the slicing method provided by the 3D bioprinter manu-
facturer did not lead to successful bioprinting as the software
cannot reconcile two materials in each layer. Therefore,

particular care had to be taken to avoid collision between the
materials during deposition and travel of the printing head.
The retraction of the non-printing head had to be adjusted to
avoid contact of the non-printing head with the printed object.
Also, the travel of each printing head had to be adjusted to
correct the non-retraction of the extruder while moving
(Fig. 7a). Once the Gcode was modified, the two objects pre-
viously designedwith a 1-mm and 3-mm vessel diameter were
bioprinted with Pluronic F-127 as the fugitive bioink and 8%
CA80 as the support bioink for the vessel channel (Fig. 7b, c).
For the sake of visualization, the fugitive ink was spiked with

Fig. 5 Rheological
characterization of various
concentrations of CA hydrogel
showing shear-thinning behavior
for aCA40, bCA60, and cCA80.
Load required to extrude the CA
hydrogels with 26-, 30-, and 32-G
needles, showing the maximum
hydrogel concentration compati-
ble with conventional 3D
bioprinter pressure of 200 kPa
(green line) for d CA40, e CA60,
and f CA80
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blue-colored food dye. This allowed monitoring any potential
contamination and cross deposition of the Pluronic (in blue) in
the CA hydrogel during the optimization of the Gcode.
Contamination of the CA occurred due to non-retraction of
the Pluronic printing head when overlapping the deposited
CA. An additional source of contamination was observed
when the materials were extruded closely, and the extruded
lines were overlapping. Optimization of the Gcode allowed to
obtain both hollow channels with 1-mm and 3-mm diameters.
The CA extruded at room temperature was clear enough to be
able to visualize the colored vessel within the cylinder which
was accomplished by using a fugitive phase laden with ink
(Fig. 7b, c). After bioprinting, the objects were incubated at
4 °C for 24 h, i.e., below the LCST of Pluronic and lower
critical solution temperature (UCST) of CA. This step had a
dual purpose of solubilizing the Pluronic while simultaneous-
ly consolidating the CA hydrogel phase, thus resulting in a
stable cylinder with a hollow vessel. Photomicrographs show-
ing the opening and general direction of the channel is shown
in Fig. 7d, e. To ensure entire removal of the Pluronic, the
vessel-like structures were rinsed by pipetting cold water in
and out of the channel. Although visualizing the entire length
and exact path of the hollow channel is challenging due to
practical limitations with sectioning large, high aspect ratio
hydrated gel structures without causing collapse of the struc-
ture; imaging methods such as X-ray computed tomography
(μCT) allow for the 3D reconstruction of biological objects.

This is particularly valuable in characterizing objects created
by 3D bioprinting as μCT offers a non-invasive and non-
destructive method to probe the interior, provided that one
can establish a contrast between structures of interest. Here,
in order to differentiate between the hydrogel and the empty
channel, we loaded the channel with a solution of barium
sulfate (BaSO4) which is an approved CT contrast agent for
human imaging [29], and thus enabling the direct visualization
and confirmation of the hollow channel in 3D space (Fig. 7f).

3 Conclusion

As bioprinting evolves into a reliable processing modality for
generating tissue models (organoids) and printed structures
containing cells, a new approach for the design of organ
models or organ replicates needs to be developed. While
copying the architecture of adult organs might provide some
information on how a functional organ should be designed,
the parametric design offers an approach to liberate us from
pre-existing architecture. Using this strategy, we have demon-
strated that we can create vessel shapes that resemble natural
large vessels found in human anatomy. Therefore, using an
algorithm approach for synthetic organ design might allow to
improve the function of natural one or creating a design able to
counterbalance the limitation of synthetic organs. Finally, we
have shown that our design can be bioprinted with

Fig. 6 Microscope pictures of
carboxylated agarose (CA) hy-
drogel formulations extruded on a
glass slide with a 32-G needle a
4% w/v CA40, b 6% w/v CA60,
and c 8% w/v CA80. d Average
diameters of a bioprinted line and
associated standard deviation for
n = 10
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carboxylated agarose hydrogels at ambient temperature and
the dimensional authenticity of the manufactured hollow ob-
ject can be verified usingμCT. This proposedworkflow “from
design to validation” represents a new paradigm for realizing
complex structures in 3D bioprinting through in silico
optimization.

4 Materials and methods

4.1 Parametric design

For the design of the bioprinted objects, Grasshopper plugin
was used with Rhinoceros v.5. (Robert McNeel & Associates,

USA). These programs were run on a Dell computer equipped
with a Pentium III processor (Intel, USA), 16-GB ram, and
internal graphics card. The vessels were created using a gen-
erative computer modeling approach. The computational
workflowwas achieved onRhinoceros and its visual program-
ming plug-in interface, Grasshopper. The geometric model
uses sphere-packing models with minimum-density and
maximum-density packing. The algorithm, using an agent-
based system behavior, allowed the definition of a desired
pore size of the packed internal porous structure. The genera-
tion of the vessel and its respective scaffold was computed
with a series of custom components written in Python pro-
gramming language. The results are summarized in (i) scaf-
folding creation (ii) vessel generation.

Fig. 7 Printing of 8% w/v 80%
carboxylated agarose hydrogel
(transparent) at room temperature
with Pluronic (blue) as a fugitive
ink. a Printing of the 1-mm chan-
nel and b the 3-mm channel and
close up photography of the
resulting cylinder c 1-mm channel
printed with the fugitive ink.
Photographs of the hollow chan-
nel after removal of the fugitive
ink d 1-mm channel and e 3-mm
channel. f 3-mm hollow channel
reconstructed in 3D by μCT
imaging
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4.2 Carboxylated agarose synthesis

One gram of native agarose (NA) type1 (Merck) was trans-
ferred into a three-necked round bottom flask, equipped with a
mechanical stirrer and pH meter. The reactor was heated to
90 °C to dissolve the agarose and then cooled to 0 °C under
mechanically stirring to prevent the solution for gelling. The
reactor was then charged with TEMPO (0.160 mmol,
20.6 mg), NaBr (0.9 mmol, 0.1 g), and NaOCl (2.5 mL,
15% vol/vol solution) under vigorous stirring. The pH of the
solution was adjusted to pH 10.8 throughout the duration of
the reaction, and the degree of carboxylation was controlled
by the addition of predetermined volumes of NaOH solution
(0.5 M). At the end of the reaction, NaBH4 (0.1 g) was added,
and the solution was acidified to pH 8 and stirred for 1 h. The
CAwas precipitated by sequential addition of NaCl (0.2 mol,
12 g) and ethanol (500 mL), and the solid was collected by
vacuum filtration and extracted using ethanol. Residual etha-
nol was removed by extensive dialysis against water and the
CA was obtained as a white solid upon freeze-drying
overnight.

4.3 Rheology

Rheology experiments were performed with a Physica MCR
301 (Anton Paar, Austria) equipped with a Pelletier temperate
cell. Samples in deionized water were prepared by heating at
90 °C for 10 min until a clear solution was obtained. The
liquid was then poured on to a 6-well plate and allowed to
gel at 4 °C for 24 h. A disc of 25 mm was punched out and
transferred on the rheometer for analysis. Each curve is a mean
of the measurement of three different formulation batches.
The test was performed from 0.1 to 150 s−1 and 50 data points
per measurement were taken with 6-s interval.

4.4 Mechanical testing

The load required to extrude each carboxylated agarose for-
mulation was measured on a uniaxial mechanical testing ma-
chine equipped with a 50 N load cells Instron (USA) and
controlled with the BlueHill software (Instron, USA). The
printing cartridge equipped with the different printing nozzles
(EFD Nordson, Australia) was fixed in alignment with the
load cell. The hydrogel was loaded in the cartridge and a wiper
piston (EFD Nordson, Australia) was introduced in close con-
tact with the hydrogel. A plunger was 3D printed to be adapted
to the load cell and to push the wiper piston. The hydrogel was
then extruded at a speed of 30 mm/min and the displacement
against load was recorded. The conversion from load to pres-
sure was calculated by measuring the surface area of the wiper
piston from the CAD file obtained from the manufacturer.

4.5 3D bioprinting

Bioprinting was conducted on an Inkredible-2 (Cellink,
Sweden) 3D printer. The Gcode was created on Slic3r (GNU
Affero General Public License) using the parameters provided
by the bioprinter manufacturer. The Gcode was then edited on
Repetier Host (Hot-World GmbH, Germany).

4.6 Microscopy

Microscopic images of the printed hydrogels were obtained on
an optical microscope Axio Scope A1 (Carl Zeiss
Microscopy, Germany) and measured with Image J (NIH,
USA).

4.7 X-ray tomography

The Pluronic F-127 in the 3D bioprinted objects was removed
by incubating the construct at 4 °C for 24 h and followed by
flushing the channel 5 times with water. The hollow vessels
were coated with a 2% w/v barium sulfate solution and im-
aged with an X-ray Skyscan μCT (Bruker, Germany).

4.8 Photography

Pictures of the 3D bioprinted objects were captured on a
Canon EOS-M3 camera (Canon, Japan) equipped with a
Macro 28-mm objective (Canon, Japan) and were used with-
out further modification.
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